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Abstract 
The reinforcement of concrete with polymer fibers provides resistance to crack formation. The orientation distribution of these 
fibers has a significant influence on the mechanical behavior of the material. To optimize material performance, micromechanical 
models that are capable of making accurate predictions of the mechanical behavior of composite materials are needed. These 
models must be calibrated using experimental results from microstructural characterization. For the fiber orientation distribution 
analysis in the present study, computed tomography (CT) data were used to evaluate the properties of a fiber-reinforced cement 
mortar. The results have indicated that the fibers in this material have highly anisotropic orientation characteristics and that there 
is a clear tendency for the polymer fibers to agglomerate during mixing and casting. The incorporation of this experimental data 
into micromechanical models will increase the accuracy of those models for material simulation and optimization. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. History and Potential of Fiber-Reinforced Concretes 
The use of fiber-reinforced cement materials has a long history dating back to at least 1900 with the introduction of asbestos 
cement [1]. These early fiber-reinforced cement materials were primarily used for the manufacture of panels to be employed as 
roofing and cladding. The utilization of fibers in concrete materials for building construction only began during the 1970s [2]. 
 
The main disadvantage of all cementitious materials is their low tensile strength. Tensile stresses might develop as a result of 
mechanical loading or constrained deformation caused by changes in moisture content or in temperature. Such deformations may 
occur already a few hours after placing the material, and lead to damage in the form of cracking when the tensile stresses exceed 
the initially low tensile strength. In conventional reinforced concrete, substantial elongation is needed for steel reinforcing bars 
to carry significant tensile forces across cracks. If these cracks are wide, they can lead to durability problems through both freeze-
thaw cracking and through the movement of chlorides causing corrosion to the steel reinforcing bars. The size and spacing of 
reinforcing steel is a dominant factor in determining the size of cracks [3].  
 
Fiber-reinforced concrete (FRC) may be viewed as reinforced concrete with extremely small and closely-spaced reinforcing bars. 
Polymer fibers can even be used in FRC as a replacement for conventional steel reinforcement. The use of FRC in structural 
members, such as in beams and columns, has shown that great ductility can be achieved with cracks that are barely visible to the 
naked eye, limiting both corrosion and freeze-thaw damage [4]. Polymer fibers can also mitigate plastic shrinkage cracking [5], 
prevent explosive spalling in the case of dense high-performance concrete during fire attack [6], and, even with low elastic 
modulus, considerably improve the strain capacity, the toughness and impact resistance of FRC composites [7]. Fibers have also 
been utilized in many recent high-performance concretes to achieve very high tensile strengths [8-10]. These characteristics of 
FRC have the potential to allow for the construction of lighter, more sustainable, and more energy efficient structures.   
 
At the present time the promise of FRC has not been fully realized because of challenges that remain with its implementation 
and characterization. Previous research has demonstrated that the performance of FRC members is highly dependent on internal 
fiber orientations and distributions [7, 11-15]. These fiber orientations are often highly anisotropic in nature and are the result of 
material flow patterns during the casting process [13, 16-17]. Polymer fibers in concrete are also difficult to distribute with 
defined orientation during material production due to the tendency of the fibers to agglomerate. This agglomeration can 
negatively affect the workability and the mechanical performance of the material. Characterizing the effect of parameters like 
volume fraction, fiber dimensions and special fiber surface treatments on the orientation distribution of fibers is important for 
estimating mechanical properties of the material and accurately modeling its behavior. These anisotropic characteristics of FRC 
have major safety implications for its widespread use since material anisotropy can lead to planes of weakness within structural 
members. When not properly controlled, these weak planes can become aligned with the primary plane of stress and cause 
premature failure.  
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1.2. Use of CT for Analysis of Concretes and FRCs 
To collect information about fiber orientation distribution in a material, either non-destructive testing (inductivity-based 
assessment, resistivity-based assessment, etc.) or destructive testing (metallography, microscopy, etc.) methods can be used [18]. 
However, only X-ray computed tomography (CT) provides 3D information about fiber distribution without difficult sample 
preparation as it requires only a difference in the linear X-ray attenuation coefficients of the matrix and reinforcement, 
disregarding other physical properties.  
 
X-ray CT has been applied to concrete research problems for over 30 years. Initially, CT was primarily used for the simple 
identification of internal objects within concrete specimens [19, 20]. Since then, CT-based techniques have been applied to a 
number of additional concrete materials problems, including investigating the nature of concrete pore structure and studying 
sulfate attack [21-23].  Recently, these CT-based analysis methods have been enhanced for the evaluation of more complex 
material behavior phenomena such as the quantitative measurement of concrete fracture and damage parameters [17, 24, 25].  
 
Quantitative analysis of CT images can also provide important information about the spatial distribution and directional 
orientation of individual material components within a given sample [24, 26-27].  For concrete, these components can include 
aggregate, mortar, fibers, and voids.  Such techniques are particularly useful for studying the causes of fiber anisotropy within 
FRC and how that anisotropy affects cracking patterns. Algorithms can also be tailored to evaluate the nature of damage to the 
fibers and predict the relative amount of energy expended by different fiber failure mechanisms [28]. 
 

1.3. Potential and Significance of Modeling 
In fiber reinforced composites, the fibers are usually neither perfectly parallel, nor perfectly randomly oriented, but have a certain 
orientation distribution, which is one of the major factors affecting the material behavior [29]. At the present time, the most 
popular theoretical scheme for the calculation of fiber orientation distributions is the so-called orientation distribution function 
(ODF) [30]. However, critical to the optimization and implementation of FRCs is the experimental evaluation of the ODF and 
its incorporation into an analytical formula which can be used for micromechanical modeling [31].  
 
Such models are currently in great need for the optimization of mix designs for high-performance concretes because they can 
predict mechanical properties of materials. There are a vast number of potential concrete components, such as fiber and aggregate 
types, commercially available as well as a variety of possible casting techniques. In order to identify optimized high-performance 
concrete mix designs and casting methods experimentally, a prohibitively large number of samples would have to be cast and 
tested. Using models incorporated with real fiber distribution information, however, it should be possible to digitally evaluate 
many thousands of possible material configurations. The most promising of these can then be validated through actual testing 
programs. 
 

2. Experiments  
For the CT measurements, cylindrical specimens with a length of 40 mm and a diameter of 10 mm (Figure 1) were cored from a 
cement-mortar prism with size 40 x 40 x 160 mm. Before drilling, the prism was dried with temperature of 40 °C and impregnated 
with epoxy resin in order to prevent disintegration of the sample. The matrix material consisted of Portland cement (CEM I 32.5 
R), ground limestone, silica sand and polyacrylonitrile (PAN) fibers. The volume fraction of cement and limestone/sand in 
mixture was 30% and 70%, respectively. The fibers had a diameter of 15 µm and a length of 4 mm. The volume fraction of fibers 
in the material was 0.5%. The mortar prism was produced with a conventional mortar mixer in accordance with DIN EN 196-1 
[32]. After mixing, test specimens were compacted by using a vibrating table and placed into a container with water for 24 hours. 
Then, all specimens were stored under water for 6 days with temperature of 20°C. 
  
 

 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of sample with coordinate system used for fiber orientation analysis. 
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The CT measurements were performed by using a v|tome|x L 300 CT scanner from General Electric. During each scan, 3000 
projections were acquired, with each projection acquired at a 0.12° rotation increment. A tube voltage of 80 keV and a tube 
current of 50µA were used during the scans and the acquisition time for each projection lasted 2 seconds. To obtain a better 
statistical sampling of the orientation distribution of fibers within each FRC sample, six CT measurements at different locations 
along the height of the sample were carried out, each with a spatial resolution of 6.65 µm.  
 
3. Results 
Figure 2 shows 2D reconstructed slices for two planes obtained from a 3D reconstruction. The polymer fibers are characterized 
by lower gray scale values in comparison with the matrix due to their lower X-ray attenuation level. Of particular note was the 
presence of several fiber agglomerations within the 3D sample volume (Figure 2b). 

 

 
 

Figure 2: 2D reconstructed slices (a) in plane XY and (b) in plane XZ. 
 
Image analysis of the reconstructed volumes was performed using the program Amira ZIB Edition from the Konrad-Zuse-
Zentrum Berlin (ZIB) [33]. Due to the low difference in contrast between the fibers and matrix material, as well as the small 
diameter of the fibers (15 µm), identification of fibers by intensity segmentation was not possible. However, it was possible to 
trace fibers by using the template matching algorithm (cylinder correlation) implemented in Amira ZIB Edition. This tool 
calculates fiber distribution and orientation properties by comparing the reconstructed volume with a tube-like fiber template 
defined by the user. This approach helps to trace fibers even in noisy data. The parameters that were used for the template 
matching algorithm are presented in Table 1.  
 

Parameter Value, µm 
Cylinder length 480 

Mask cylinder radius 11.5 
Outer cylinder radius 10.5 
Inner cylinder radius 0 

Contrast Dark on Bright 
Min Line Length  900 

 
Table 1: Parameters used in the template matching algorithm. 

 
When longer cylinder lengths were used for the analysis, it was found that the algorithm was less sensitive in properly identifying 
the ends of the fibers. The use of shorter cylinder lengths, however, also led to significantly longer computation times. Through 
a series of iterations during this analysis, a cylinder length of 480 µm was found to provide an optimal balance between fiber 
detection sensitivity and computation time. Increasing of mask cylinder radius was also found to decrease the sensitivity of the 
algorithm for identifying fibers in the agglomeration regions. Conversely, low mask cylinder radii were found to produce 
unsatisfactory results because they caused the template matching algorithm to misidentify aggregate borders as fibers. After a 
series of analysis iterations, the optimal balance in sensitivity and accuracy was obtained with a mask cylinder radius and an 
outer radius of 11.5 µm and 10.5 µm, respectively. The inner cylinder radius used during the analysis was, of course, 0 µm since 
the fibers did not contain hollow cores. In spite of this cylinder radius optimization, it is still probable that fibers in agglomeration 
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regions were detected less successfully than those in non-agglomeration regions and that their contribution to the fiber orientation 
analysis is, therefore, somewhat underestimated.  
 
In the present study, the implementation of the template matching algorithm had some limitations. The crossing of low-density 
fibers with pores and aggregate, as well as the cutting of some fibers during sample extraction resulted in difficulties in estimating 
fiber length. Observations indicated that the bending of the fibers was not significant in this material. Therefore, reliable fiber 
orientation information could be extracted even from partial fibers. In regions with high concentrations of fibers (agglomeration) 
it was not possible to identify each individual fiber due to the limited spacing between fibers. The improper identification of 
material interface zones (such as the surface of aggregate particles) as fibers was be minimized by implementing additional 
software parameters such as length and bending control.  
 
Two orientation angles (φ, θ) in a spherical coordinate system were obtained for each fiber from the Amira fiber-tracking 
algorithm. This reference coordinate system is shown in the Figure 1. The orientation distribution was obtained for six CT scans 
along sample height. However, a small, prismatic section of the sample (7 mm × 7 mm × 6 mm) was selected for representation 
of fiber orientation in Figure 3. Assuming symmetry within the spherical coordinate system, the orientation angle φ was 
calculated for half of the sphere (from 0° to 180°) and the orientation angle θ was calculated for one quarter of the sphere (from 
0° to 90°). It was then possible to produce surface plots of fibers colored according to their orientation angles. Figure 3 shows a 
depiction of fiber orientations within the prismatic analysis volume for ordination angles φ (Figure 3a) and θ (Figure 3b). It is 
important to note that although fiber diameter was taken into account as part of the fiber identification algorithm, this algorithm 
only produced a series of centerline traces for the fibers. Thus, although these results are useful for identifying fiber location and 
orientation characteristics, they do not directly provide volume-related fiber information (such as fiber volume, diameter 
variation among fibers, etc.)  
 
 

 

Figure 3: Depiction of fiber orientation distribution with respect to angle φ (a) and angle θ (b). 
 
With subsequent data processing, these values were used to produce orientation distribution histograms (Figure 4). The results 
were normalized using the total number of fibers identified within all six CT scans of the analyzed sample (1278 fibers). From 
the orientation distribution histograms, it is clear that a disproportionate number of fibers was oriented roughly parallel to the X-
Z plane (φ near 0° or 180°) (Figure 4a) and with an orientation angle θ larger than 45° (Figure 4b). As shown in Figures 2 and 
3, in some regions of the sample agglomerations of fibers with similar orientation distribution were observed. These 
agglomerations indicate that the overall distribution of fibers was significantly inhomogeneous and the effect of these 
agglomerations can be recognized as the peaks in the fiber orientation distribution histograms.  
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Figure 4: Orientation distribution histograms for angle φ (a) and angle θ (b). 
 

The agglomeration of fibers indicates that there is a need for changing the mixing procedure. Different water/cement ratios 
cement should also be tested as well as changes in the volume fraction of fibers. In the present study, the PAN fibers had a 
hydrophobic surface which could have also contributed to the clustering of fibers during their contact with water. Therefore, the 
production and testing of fibers with a hydrophilic surface treatment is also proposed. 
 
These fiber orientation distributions were then used as an experimental input for modeling the mechanical properties of the 
material. The resulting models were able to account for the anisotropic fiber orientation distributions through the use of a scatter 
parameter determined by non-linear least squared fitting of the histograms. Mechanical testing for validation of these models is 
also underway. A forthcoming publication will provide detailed information about the composition of these mechanical models 
and their success at predicting experimental material behavior.    
 
Conclusion 
Polymer fibers with small diameter were successfully detected within a concrete specimen through the use of CT and specialized 
image processing software. These results have indicated that there is a clear tendency of polymer fibers to agglomerate during 
mixing and casting.  Future research is planned that will focus on the development of new fiber coatings and concrete casting 
techniques to minimize the inhomogeneity in fiber distribution.  
 
Subsequent analysis of the fiber data also indicated that the orientation characteristics of the fibers were highly anisotropic in 
nature. These results suggest that planes of weakness will occur parallel to the primary orientation angle of the fibers. Such 
planes of weakness are due to the weak bond between mortar and polymer material and could lead to premature failure of 
structural components. Future research is also planned which will focus on eliminating this weakness through either achieving 
more uniform fiber orientation distributions or by controlling the anisotropic orientation plane of fibers to minimize the levels 
of stress along planes of weakness. 
 
The fiber orientation distribution data of the FRC was then used as experimental input for micromechanical models. A 
forthcoming publication is planned which will detail the characteristics of these models and their validation through comparison 
with mechanical testing data. Such models are currently in great need for the optimization of mix designs for high-performance 
concretes. Through calibration and validation of these models, their accuracy can be improved with the goal of precisely 
predicting the effect that changes in concrete component materials and casting methods have on the overall mechanical properties 
of the material.  
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